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Introduction 

 

 The Lenten Booklet is an annual project of the First Parish, 
Lincoln, constituting a compilation of personal writings by 
parishioners for each day of the Lenten season.  For the Lenten 
Booklet this year, we have asked members to write on the topic 
of “Resilience”, exploring what constitutes resilience and what 
it means to be resilient as an individual, a family, or a 
community in the time of COVID-19 amidst the devastation, 
isolation, and hardship it creates. As you will see, the 
contributions are both numerous and profound. 
 In the process of seeking contributions, we had opportunity 
to explore the origins of FPL’s Lenten Booklet.  In the early 
1980’s, when Bill Gregory was the First Parish’s minister, our 
Pastoring Committee consisted of Ann B. Yos, Suzanne 
Newton, and Nancy (Noelle) Caskey. These three ladies 
initiated the First Parish’s Lenten Booklet.  
 This was very much in the pre-dawn of personal 
computers, so, says Ann, the first Lenten Booklets were a Labor 
of Love. Entries were submitted either handwritten or 
typewritten -- which meant that someone had to re-type entries 
to set them up for copying – and the absence of Spell Check 
necessitated their reviewing each entry before it was typed. 
 Happily, a Labor of Love is what the First Parish’s Lenten 
Booklet remains today.  We are grateful for the support of our 
Interim Minister, Jenny Rankin, and greatly appreciate Silvia 
Dieckow’s patience, care, and hard work in bringing the 2021 
booklet to fruition.  We also thank everyone who made the 
effort to contribute this year, and we especially thank Ann B. 
Yos for sharing her memories of its earliest days. 
 

Sarah Bishop, Gus Browne, and Barbara Slayter for the 
Deacons 
 
February 2021 



Ash Wednesday, February 17,2021 

 
It’s winter, it’s Covid  
Little space for light,  
So seek it, create it,  
Open the doors to let the light come in. 
That’s what I’m trying to do. 
Lots of walking: I’m glad for my legs. 
Lots of colors: I’m glad for my eyes. 
Lots of ideas: I’m glad for my active mind. 
What comes of it? 
Open mind, open eyes, open heart,  
Is my heart open? 
Is it open when I’m sad? 
Is it open when I’m worried?  
How do I keep my heart open during Covid? 
During government break down?  
During quarantine? 
 
This is where friends come in. 
Deep sharing, honest conversation 
Room for tears and laughter  
Caring for each other 
As we take a long hard look together. 
 
Pay attention. 
Feel the heat of the sun break the cold winter  
Watch the rambunctious birds create drama 
Listen to music and sing along 
Keep smiling. 
 
Gather gratitude and  
Let it power my every step 
Leave lots of space for the light 
That’s what I tell myself. 
 
 — Tally Forbes 



Resilience. What is it? Where does it come from? How can I get some 
now to see me through this weary winter? And, trusting that I will find 
it once again, how can I share it with those who are suffering far more 
than winter blues or cabin fever? 
 

In the past I’ve discovered reserves of energy to bounce back from 
illness and other troubles in the loving concern of family and friends, 
in the capacity to heal of a well-nourished body, and in the wisdom of 
survivors whose paths have intersected with mine. 
 

Because my work has immersed me in the Spanish-speaking world, 
many of these remarkable people are immigrants who endured 
political persecution, exile, family separation and other forces that 
sought to diminish them. Yet they rose above it all by sheer 
determination and made new lives in the U.S., and not only “made it” 
for themselves, but enriched immeasurably the lives and perspectives 
of students, colleagues, and friends like me. 
 

Much as I want to share their example of resilience, I’m thinking at 
this moment about those who have run out of that precious form of 
sustenance: those who are facing the privations of this moment 
without food and shelter; without networks of family, friends and 
colleagues; without hope. My cousin’s son, recovering from addiction, 
unemployed, teeters on the brink of hunger and homelessness, in a 
state notoriously ineffectual in processing emergency assistance. How 
can I share some resilience with him? 
 

It occurs to me that resilience itself isn’t something a person either has 
or doesn’t have. It’s like a living organism. It needs care and feeding. 
We have to tend it: with nourishment and shelter first, but also with 
connection and encouragement.  
 

The same surely holds for the health of our country. While we 
celebrate, as we should, shining examples of resilience, we must also 
feed hope in those who have been left behind and do everything in our 
power to enable them to bounce back.  
 

 —Mary Gaylord  

Thursday, February 18, 2021 



Friday, February 19, 2021 

Do not judge me by my success, judge me by how many times I 
fell down and got back up again. – Nelson Mandela 

Resilience is many things, some of them noble, almost all of them hard: 
courage, determination, acceptance, falling down and getting up again 
… and again and again.   

Examples of extraordinary resilience are too many to mention, those of 
oppressed and marginalized peoples high on the list.  Even in our own 
privileged lives here in Lincoln -- not always easy, but privileged 
compared to the vast majority of the planet’s population -- we summon 
courage to combat adversity daily: illness, loss, family challenges, 
financial struggles, existential angst.  And for some, just getting out of 
bed.    

I find resilience in … 

Hope and Optimism – Every daybreak brings new possibility. I have 
hope for our country, for the planet.  I believe my children and 
grandchildren will be wiser than I, that evolution marches on.    

Kindness and Compassion – For myself, for others. We’re our own 
worst critics, let’s give ourselves a break. Judgment and perfectionism 
are bad for my soul.     

Connection – Reaching out to my multiple communities whenever, 
wherever, however I can.  

Acceptance – What’s within my control, what can and can’t I change?  
My knees accept that the summits of 4,000 footers in the ‘Dacks and 
the Greens grow higher.  Other folks’ behavior?  Nope, can’t change 
that either, only my reactions to it.  But a resilient Democracy and a 
sustainable environment?  Those are things I can do something about, if 
only a little.  

Gratitude – Am I grateful?  Let me count the ways, daily.        

Peace and Love – Still my North Stars. 

I can be changed by what happens to me. But I refuse to be reduced by 
it.    – Maya Angelou 

         —Steve Johnson 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.success.com%2F11-resilience-quotes-that-will-give-you-the-strength%2F&text=%E2%80%9CDo%20not%20judge%20me%20by%20my%20success%2C%20judge%20me%20by%20how%20many%20times%20I%20fell%20down%20and%20got%20back
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.success.com%2F11-resilience-quotes-that-will-give-you-the-strength%2F&text=%E2%80%9CDo%20not%20judge%20me%20by%20my%20success%2C%20judge%20me%20by%20how%20many%20times%20I%20fell%20down%20and%20got%20back


Saturday, February 20, 2021 

It was the spring of 1977.  I went for a hike on Mt. Diablo, a 
gentle 3,800-foot peak 30 miles east of San Francisco.  I was a 
young man, confident (often wrongly) of many things, like, “I 
do not have allergies.”  That day blasted my notion to the 
heavens.  Why?  The rains had just returned after the worst 
drought in California in the 20th century.  The wild flowers 
were bursting with glory, riotous color, and pollen, and I mean 
bursting to unprecedented levels.  I sneezed and teared and 
sneezed and teared, as I never had before, nor since.  And 
through my tears, I took great joy in nature’s resilience.  
Having been stressed to the limits, nature roared back with a 
vengeance. 

Have we ever needed resilience more???  Resilience presumes 
stress, and then an overcoming of it.  There are three 
inescapable big stresses looming over all of us right now: 

The stress left behind from the most destructive presidency of 
our lives 

The stress of COVID, which needs no further elaboration 

The stress on our planet of global warming, which threatens 1 
million species with extinction from climate change (a United 
Nations estimate), undoubtedly including some species of the 
beautiful wildflowers on Mt. Diablo 

We will overcome these stresses, and more.  So, I return to the 
wildflowers.  It may be a leap of faith to ascribe feelings to a 
plant, but the wildflowers seemed not just relieved, but fully 
joyous for the conquest of the stress. It will take great strength 
to overcome our stresses.  Through our resilience in facing 
these challenges, there is joy ahead. 

 

 —John Krzywicki  



 
 
A prayer for our nation’s resilience.  We are at a cross-road, 

facing the imperatives to understand, to communicate, and 

“yes”, to make hard choices.  Are we able to move forward, to 

acknowledge our 21st century realities, to learn from those 

many voices crying in the wilderness, to forge new alliances, to 

stand strong for a principled nation whose policies and 

practices confirm the best ideals of our forebearers?    

 

Mine is a prayer born of anxiety about the enormity of the tasks 

that lie ahead.  Do I, do we, have the faith, the commitment, the 

confidence to find resilience as it is so simply described here by 

an unknown author: 

 

There will be moments when 

we will bloom fully and then 

wilt, only to bloom again. 

If we can learn anything from 

flowers it is that resilience is born 

even when we feel like we are dying. 

 
 
 
 --- Barbara Sampson 

Sunday, February 21, 2021 



Monday, February 22, 2021 

 
 

“We don’t laugh because we are happy, we’re happy 
because we laugh”                            William James 

  

They are kind of dumb. Well, actually, really dumb, and I 

honestly don’t care.  I just need to laugh, probably 

because I know that otherwise I’ll cry. And who wants to 

do that day after day after day…? I don’t. So, I make 

them --- silly videos. They are videos to celebrate just 

about anything I would other years be celebrating with 

family or friends: a birthday here, and an anniversary 

there, and a bunch of others sprinkled in between. I make 

them to feel the pure joy of laughter in my soul, to fill me 

so full there is no room for sadness. 

  

“Laugh at yourself, so that you will be able to laugh at 
the challenges of life.”                 Savitha Hosamane 

  

 —Sarah Bishop 



Be Encouraged 

Better Days Ahead 

The Best Is Yet To Come 

Bruised But Not Broken 

Count It All Joy 

Everything Will Be Alright 

We Fall Down (But We Get Up) 

God Has Been So Good To Me 

God Has Smiled On Me 

Gotta Keep Pressin' On 

He Keeps Doing Great Things 

(He’s The) 

 God Of A Second Chance 

Hold On, Help Is On The Way 

(Jesus He Knows) 

 How Much We Can Bear 

I Just Can't Give Up Now 

I Don't Feel Noways Tired 

I Have So Much To Be Thankful  For 

I Never Lost My Praise 

 

 

I Won't Complain 

I'm Determined 

I'm Not Tired Yet 

Know It Won't Be This Way Always 

Let The Good Shine Through 

Look Where God Has Brought Us 

The Lord Will Make A Way Somehow 

My Soul Says Yes 

Still I Rise 

Things Will Be Better 

This Too Shall Pass 

Trouble Don't Last 

Turning Around For Me 

Way Out of No Way 

We Shall Overcome 

We're Going To Make It 

Yes I Can 

Yes There Is Hope 

You Can Depend on God 

You Got A Right To The Tree of Life 

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 

When I think of resilience, I think of the resilience America’s peo-
ple of color have shown throughout the past 400+ years. Years of 
hatred, discrimination, racial inequality, abuse, scorn, neglect, cru-
elty, Jim Crow laws, segregation, and marginalization…to name 
but a few. And “STILL THEY RISE…never to give up, never to 
give in against all odds”.  How is this? 
“FAITH is the intangible force in resilience”, and songs of faith 
have seen black America through it all…songs like: 

 —RL  Smith 



Wednesday, February 24, 2021 

Resilience has become a kind of mantra for weathering the 

Covid era.  To my ear, though, it’s always had an ambiguous ring, 

as a temporizing tactic rather than a virtue.  Do I want to be more 

like the reed that bends with the wind than the oak which stands 

firm despite the risk of toppling, like several of our trees during the 

October microburst?  My first reaction is no—whatever my actual 

behavior.  I envy the staunchness of my wife Kim’s family motto: 

“Frangas not flectas.”  You may break me, but not bend me.  That’s 

the spirit. Good for the Kimbers. 

What does that motto really mean, however?  Obstinacy at all 

costs?  Kim’s certain it doesn’t, and she’s surely right.  Otherwise 

libertarian mask refusniks would have some basis for laying claim 

to the moral high ground.  By the same token, the value of 

resilience in pandemic times may lie not in equipping one for 

personal survival so much as in softening the shell of doubled-

down preoccupation with self and significant others.  Resilience as 

receptivity—as distinct from resilience as wimpiness. Resilience as 

responsiveness to losses and dangers not one’s own.   

Aspiration is one thing, realizing it quite another—perhaps 

only in those more inspired moments that we’re always too tempted 

to define as the real us.  So, to rephrase the sheepish opener to 

Emerson’s essay on Prudence, I ask: What right have I to hold forth 

about Resilience when I have so little?   Knowing others may be in 

the same boat is at least some consolation. 

         --Larry Buell 



 
RESILIENCE is  
the ability to  
climb         back         up  
while guided by the insights learned  
while  
 

 falling  
  
  down. 
 

 —Sarah Cannon Holden 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
My World Wide Web 
 

• Over this last year, I have reflected many times on my gratitude 
for the internet.  It has held together the slender strands that have 
linked me to family, distant friends, and colleagues and kept me 
going: 

• Video chats with my children whom I cannot hug and the 
granddaughter I cannot hold, 

• The daily banter in texts amongst my five siblings in 
Washington, Ohio, New Hampshire, Maine and DC, 

• Work Zoom calls that have kept our office humming along, 
• What’s App messages from worried friends in Europe as we 

navigated the election and celebrated the inauguration, 
• WeChat conversations with colleagues in China celebrating their 

Covid response successes and commiseration with a colleague in 
Hong Kong over the political changes there,  

• And of course, our Zoom services and activities at First Parish 
that have nourished my soul. 

 

I can’t imagine the isolation that would have occurred without it.  
 

 — Katy Walker 
 

Thursday, February 25, 2021 



Friday, February 26, 2021 

 

(Before Covid) 
 

I arrive at church on a Sunday morning, rushing up the steps as 
the bell rings. My mind is  in a tangle of thought after a busy 
week. I settle into the pew and look up at the prism that hangs 
in the clear window to my left. On a grey day it holds the color 
of the tired snow outside, comforting in its quiet.  When it is 
clear, the rays of sun become rainbows swimming on the white 
walls of the Sanctuary. 
 

I settle into the rhythm. The order is the same; music, singing, 
speaking, silence, speaking in unison, a sermon, a benediction. I 
sit shoulder to shoulder with friends and strangers. Although we 
don’t speak during the service, I feel at one with this gathered 
group. My body relaxes, my thoughts become smooth. I affirm 
what I care about. This is a place to recharge and recommit to 
my deepest values. There is a spring in my step as I leave the 
church to greet the afternoon. I feel resilient. 
 

(During Covid) 
 

I pull on my walking shoes and rush to join the First Parish 
meditation walkers, now gathering at the trailhead. I see them 
as I approach, standing apart from each other wearing bright 
parkas, mittens, hats and masks. We will walk in a silent line 
keeping forty feet apart from each other along eskers, past 
ponds, rivers, fields and horses. At every turn in the path, we 
each turn back and point the way to the one who follows.  I 
notice russet colors awash in the pond. Stone walls weave 
through the woods.  I hear the creaking of branches. On grey 
days, everything is muted. The next week, when the sun is out, I 
see sparkles of light reflected in the arc of water in the pond 
below. We walk in a line, we do not speak, but I feel close to 
everyone. The trees round out the congregation, standing tall 
above us. We are a small community of walkers living our call 
to ministry, as we cherish the living earth. 
 

That’s enough to make me feel resilient today. 
 

        —Barbara O’Neil 



 
The fields around Lincoln may not look much different than 
they did a few years ago. But they are. The soil is richer. There 
is more organic matter in those fields. More biodiversity. Less 
run-off. More carbon sequestration. Regenerative farming 
practices, like those used by Codman Farm, increase the depth 
of precious topsoil, promote deeper and more robust root 
systems, and help protect plants grown there from insects and 
disease. Healthier soils also retain more water, protect against 
drought, and provide richer, more diverse, more nutrient-dense 
crops to feed us and a greater variety of wildlife. Regenerative 
practices promote a virtuous cycle of self-nourishment, making 
them more productive, more resilient, and more supportive of a 
flourishing ecosystem.  
 
We are no different. Our health, productivity, and sense-of-self 
require their own regenerative practices to prosper. With us, 
though, it’s not so much what we need as who. The people we 
surround ourselves with are our soil. Our roots reach out to 
them for nutrients and stability. They are the organic material 
that enriches our lives. They help replenish that which has been 
depleted. They restore balance to our own ecosystems. They, 
too, promote a virtuous cycle of self-nourishment; they feed us 
in times of drought, anchor us in times of uncertainty, and are 
ready recipients when our harvest is bountiful. 
 
So, let’s work on our personal regenerative practices. Let’s 
work to restore the depth of our nutritive topsoil. Let’s push our 
roots out to drink in the restorative waters of our friends, 
neighbors, and fellow travelers on this journey. People, like 
fields, thrive when given the care they need. May we all be 
better stewards of the land and each other. Amen.   
 
 —Jim Fleming 

Saturday, February 27, 2021 



Sunday, February 28, 2021 

 
There is a tall, slender oak tree.  Its upper branches fan 
gracefully to one side like an art deco motif, giving space to the 
stand of birch trees on the other side. 
 
When the wind blows, the tree bends, gracefully.  It may lose 
some leaves or a branch, but it is still standing.  When it’s dry, 
the leaves may shrivel a bit, but they rebound when it rains.  It 
has been there for a while, maybe 40 or 50 years.  It has been 
resilient enough to make it through tree adolescence.   
 
Is resilience enough?  Some species adapt.  They go elsewhere.  
How are resilience and adaptation related?  Is the resilience of 
the oak the result of its ancestors’ adaptation many acorns ago? 
 
What about fighting back?  Is that sometimes necessary?  Does 
the oak tree fight back against the wind?  Maybe it does.  A 
thousand leaves, like hands pushing back against the wind. 
 
Support from our community might also be a part of surviving 
adversity.  Every tree, with its thousand hands, slowing the 
wind for the rest of the forest.   
 
 —Chris Andrysiak 



 

I am not a gardener, but I have an increasing number of 
Hellebores around my patio.  I think they are called Lenten 
roses. In the midst of January, they are dark green with tight 
pink buds.  After a hard frost they are out flat, but they raise 
their heads with determination when the sun warms them.  My 
mother was an avid gardener.  She concentrated on flowering 
bushes. Her azaleas were bold and pink.  In her eighties and 
nineties, she dragged hoses around to water her garden every 
day in the summer.  She believed her plants and trees needed 
her daily attention to survive.  In her nineties, macular 
degeneration kept her from seeing faces in front of her, but her 
peripheral vision got better and better.  She had lost her friends, 
but she gained the company of the trees in her garden.  She 
marveled at the brilliance of the stars on summer nights.  When 
she could no longer read books, she listened to biographies of 
the founding fathers on CDs every afternoon.  At ninety eight, 
she broke her hip. After three weeks of dwindling in the skilled 
nursing facility in Concord, she woke up one morning and said, 
“I have decided to live”.  And so she did.  She wheeled herself 
to the back hall and got up to push her wheel chair up and down 
the hall when she thought no one was looking.  She sat in the 
front row and smiled at the visiting musicians because she felt 
the audience was not doing enough to show their appreciation.  
She dominated the trivial pursuits games.  She smashed the 
beach ball back when it was tossed to her.  When the weather 
was good, she gloried in the garden overlooking the Sudbury 
River. On her last birthday, she said “how old am I?”.  I said, 
“mom, you are one hundred and two.” She said, “that is old 
enough.” She died three weeks later.  
 
 —Joan Mansfield 

Monday, March 1 2021 



Tuesday, March 2, 2021 

 

Resilience.  I think first of women and men I have known in the 
course of being a minister.  The fifty-something woman with two 
teenage children who was living with ovarian cancer, the young 
father of two who died suddenly,  the young adult with mental 
illness, elderly people who knew loneliness but had a kind of 
optimism and bravery.   

Still, the person I keep coming back to is my father. He was forty-
five when I was born, so the age of my friends’ grandparents.  
Born in 1913, he lived to be 100 and so he saw a lot of life.  But it 
was more than that.   

My dad grew up on a farm on the prairie in southern Illinois.  His 
mother died in the 1918 flu epidemic when he was six.  He and 
his siblings were sent to live with relatives; the beloved farm was 
lost.. He worked to save money for college then lost it when banks 
crashed.  The first to attend college, he travelled east, far from the 
world he’d known, a scholarship kid at Princeton, later Harvard 
Law. 

He fought in World War II and would never talk about it, we just 
got the idea it had been hellish.  Happily married for years but at 
first unable to have kids, he and my birth mother had my sister 
and then me, she died a week later.  It was a devastating loss.  In 
time, he went on to remarry, have another child, and a long stable 
marriage. There were financial ups and downs, a beloved sister’s 
death, illness in the family. But through it all, he was resilient.   

I saw in him someone who had experienced wrenching loss, yet 
still went on.  He was not bitter, cynical or pessimistic.  He loved 
to learn, and read constantly, well into his 90s.  He went to church 
most weeks; he didn’t speak about his faith but it was important to 
him.  When he was nearly 100, he would “say his prayers” at 
night.. He spoke rarely about emotions.  He appreciated small 
things, a good book, trees, a walk, a cup of tea. His essentially 
positive grateful attitude drew people to him. 

 
 --Jenny Rankin 



Words about pandemic: 
 

It came down like a curtain.  No one excluded. “Go back to your 
homes…Sit down, Shut Up, Stay there.” It hasn’t stopped yet. It’s 
been a way of life. We’ve become socialized for “no contact.” Masks 
have appeared on faces, well some faces. To protect those we love 
we say goodbye and a curtain goes down between our homes.   
Our world becomes virtual.  No hugs or handclasps.  Singing has 
become a crime, or a loud guffaw.  We use signals, like touching 
elbows, bowing, or glaring over our masks with fear, with eyes that 
say, “don’t approach”. 
 

Our children are home from school, their desks transformed to I-Pads 
they drag around like an alternative reality. Their screens demand 
their attention and leave us out.  Our voices, our history, the tales of 
our ancestors are forgotten in a ring of paltry commercials or games 
in which we can’t participate. Our unimportance leaves us helpless. 
The control tower blasts commands. 
 

In the beginning, some of us were actually relieved that something 
would finally attack our overly commercial, sickly greedy world. We 
hoped that facing less would bring us more — more appreciation of 
all that is left when the hum-drum life of repetition dissolved itself 
around our ears. To others, deprivation and loss only accentuated the 
inequalities we’ve learned to ignore. 
 

Now our hearts question. Will the world as we know it ever come 
back? Will we move briskly forward to a broader, more unified order, 
bigger than the one we currently know?  
 

So, let’s come round the bend. 
 

It’s time to find a new abundance. Let’s treasure what is left after all 
the interference is taken away. The joy of a dear friend truly 
listening, of time with an author we’ve all but forgotten, play with 
our dogs, the delicious solitude that permits us to notice the sweep of 
sun across the room in winter. 
 

Are we lucky? More than a little. We have found workarounds, 
blessed new ways to be in this supposed drought. We have found 
ourselves and soon we will find others. 
What bounty! 
        — Sue Harmon 

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 



 
 
The more I tried to write a piece about resilience, the more I found 
myself thinking of this poem which I read last week on 
gratefulness.org. It spoke to me about the abnormal time we have 
been living in, a year that has called on all of us, like it or not, to be 
resilient. But now, possibly, “a fleshy hope” is emerging from 
behind the clouds. 
 
 —Janet Boynton 
 

It looks like the sky is coming apart and together at the same time. 

 
And the body is holding its losses like a fist. And a fleshy hope 

is opening to an unprecedented vastness. And whatever we think 

we are leaving behind will keep insisting. And the things we desire 

will elude us. And our efforts will pose as failure. And we will not recognize 

how far we’ve come. And we will solve one problem and create another. 

And we will feel broken. And we will not be broken. And the silence 

will be deafening. And we will love destructively. And no one 

will appear to be listening. And there will be too many doors 

to choose from. And we will keep saying, “I don’t know how to do this.” 

And we will be more capable than we ever imagined. 

         By Maya  Stein 
 

Thursday, March 4, 2021 



 
 If one walks or drives in Lincoln after a heavy snow, one will 
see branches or even whole trees bent over by the weight upon 
them.  Some do break, taking down power lines and blocking 
traffic.  But the sun comes out,  the wind blows, or temperatures 
rise.  The snow falls off and most of the trees spring back to 
their intended shape.  That is nature's resilience.  This past year 
has been like a huge dump of snow weighing us down, bending 
and sometimes breaking us with the loss of things or people we 
hold dear.  No initial beauty and no relief from warmth or sun.   
 
There are heroes among us and throughout history who have 
experienced all manner of adversity and have recovered to live 
fulfilling lives, even lives of great accomplishment.  Our new 
president is certainly an example of this.  Doris Kearns 
Goodwin in her book "Leadership" makes this connection in the 
lives of Lincoln, Lyndon Johnson, and both Roosevelts. Today 
those heroes are the front line workers who provide the services 
that all of us need to survive.  In doing so they put their own 
lives at risk.  The medical workers carry not only the risks and 
the physical strain of their work.  They in a sense are our 
proxies, taking upon themselves the pain, sadness, and despair 
of dealing with critically ill patients whose loved ones are not 
able to be present.  In comparison, it does not seem too much to 
ask that the rest of us wear masks, socially distance, and avoid 
unnecessary travel.  But the challenge to us goes beyond this.  I 
do not think that resilience is a solitary endeavor.  I know that I 
have needed the support and inspiration of others to make it 
through this ongoing isolation.  Resilience almost seems like a 
muscle that needs to be exercised and practiced. There is 
"Fitness Together".  The First Parish has provided "Resilience 
Together" which seems quite appropriate for a faith 
community.  Thanks primarily to zoom we have been able to 
share gifts of resilience offered by staff and other members.  In 
a very real way "We truly are all in this together”. 
 
 —Priscilla Damon 

Friday, March 5, 2021 



 
 
     As I thought about resilience, I realized I could see it in 
others but not in myself.  But I know myself better than anyone 
else.    
 
I also recognized that being resilient shares some of the 
maneuvers that are effective in other stressful states.   
 
Namely, recognizing and to some extent managing, even 
avoiding to the extent possible, what is causing the stress. 
 
Engaging with friends who can help you and thus themselves.  
 
And finally taking on new things that give you a sense of 
strength because you feel through the accomplishment of 
learning you are indeed strong. 
 
 —Don Bienfang, MD  
    (dcblinc@aol.com) 

Saturday, March 6, 2021 



 
Where We Are 

 
Beloved church locked. 
No choir resounds. 
No virtuoso’s fingers 
No pulpit grace. 
Rainbow chairs empty 
No people  
No children 
No dogs. 
 
Then masks  
And signs 
And ten feet apart. 
Sanitizer on porches 
And doorsteps. 
 
Still apart 
And together 
Every Wednesday at noon 
and Sunday on Zoom 
Laughter 
And dogs, 
Friends in a rainbow, 
Laughing and sharing 
Ten feet apart 
til whenever 
doors will open 
organ tremble 
choir sound  
church is open 
forever. 
 
Amen 
 — Paula Waterman 

Sunday, March 7, 2021 



 

 

Resiliency is something that you feel with all that you have.  

Spending so much more time at home these days, I sometimes 
move around and work in the different rooms of my house 
just to break up the monotony.  

This day I find myself sitting in view of my refrigerator, 
thinking about resiliency and noticing that I have a lot of 
reminders staring me right in the face.  Besides all the photos 
full of beautiful smiles of family and friends who are my 
lifeline – 

There is a “Wish” ticket that was sent to me in 2013 by 
Tucker Smith when I was diagnosed with Breast cancer, (she 
actually sent me 3) I carry one in my wallet, one I’ve used up 
back in 2013 when I kicked cancer to the curb!  

A prayer card that was handed to me by a young girl at 
Edwin’s Boston Temple SDA in Fenway back in 2011, the 
card reads “Strength …Don’t Hurry God. The Problems that 
we think may DROWN us today could be the 
STEPPINGSTONES to greater Spiritual Strength tomorrow.  

An Irish Blessing …May love and laughter light your days 
and warm your heart and home.  May good and faithful 
friends be yours wherever you may roam….  

A magnet from the Jimmy Fund. You are stronger than you 
think, braver than you believe and loved more than you know.  

Neighbors, church community, family will bless me along the 
way.  

Monday, March 8, 2021 
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On January 8th, 2021, my life’s path took a turn with one 
phone call… 

 I only heard four words on that call … “You have 
Parkinson’s Disease” 

I’ve been told that I’m very resilient, I’ve been asking a lot of 
questions since I got that call, I have begun to pray hard and I 
know that I will rise to the occasion, there is no other choice 
but to do so, to choose Joy over despair and to make each day 
amazing. I feel this with all that I have. 

My wish is that I can make a difference in the fight for all 
Parkinson’s patients. My strength will come from my 
spirituality, I am comforted by knowing that my friends, 
neighbors, church community, family will bless me along the 
way.  

God has been with this community each step of the way 
through all the challenges of this past year and I know that 
God will be with me each step of the way through this next 
journey of my life.   

We are all striving to strengthen our Resiliency muscle, it just 
takes some looking around at your life each day and finding 
the reminders.   

 
 —Deanna Laferriere  



Tuesday, March 9, 2021 

 
 

Every day darts rain down on us,  
so many we cannot count. 
Pull them out, study them closely, 
Where? Why? What for? We do shout! 
 

Let not this darkness blind me. 
E’en as we see the earth burn.  
Sun, moon and stars all sustain me.  
Stand still and watch the earth turn. 
 

Most precious is all the loving, 
Flowing from friends, family. 
So much less kissing and hugging. 
Still somehow strong as can be. 
 

Wind, waves and sculptures of shellfish,  
washed ashore, waiting for me.  
Deep gazing eyes of my Quinnah, 
asking to run in the trees. 
 

Trails, trees, on walks with our dear friends  
Nature can heal us once more 
Finding our way to the deep truths 
So much more love to explore 
 

Most precious is all the loving, 
Flowing from friends, family. 
So much less kissing and hugging. 
Still somehow strong as can be. 
Cherishing eternally. 
Love’s blessing, 
Sweet as can be. 
 

Let’s share with all humanity. 
 
 —Peter Pease  



My mother has been asked how she managed to live so long: She is now 
nearly 94. She always answered the same way, “determination,” she 
would say simply, “I am determined.” That was true then and is still 
true, although now she needs my nearly constant assistance and my 
presence to carry on. Together we are wrapped in our little bubble at her 
home, with the intermittent long visits from my daughter, Francesca, 
whose group home has been battling Covid since March. She has 
miraculously stayed safe from the virus because, in part, my daughter 
has had these long interludes with us when the infection rates went up in 
the Berkshires where her home is located. 
 

I stand now, like a garden statue with my arms outstretched holding soap 
in one hand and the handheld shower nozzle in the other, while my 
mother soaps herself in the shower seat. It is our morning routine. 
Franny is heating the water for coffee; the kitchen is buzzing with 
activity as Franny then unloads the dishwasher. I make mental notes 
about our meals over the next few days while I lay out my mother’s 
clothing for the day and run the washing machine.  Time stretches 
before us in a long series of days marked by doctor appointments and 
visits from Instacart. We watch movies every night to escape the news, 
which I ration for her.  We can only take so much, and it affects her 
sleep.  
 

When all this is over, I will go back to my teaching and someone else 
will be with Juliet during the time I am gone. I don’t think normal will 
ever really return. My siblings will be able to visit and I will finally see 
my children face to face. As painful and numbing as seclusion has been, 
I am consoled by reading, movies, and the oddly disconcerting Zoom 
calls that offer some solace and remind me only faintly of the real music 
of conversation in person, since only one can speak at a time and must 
pause before answering or the voices sound like cries. 
 

Through the living room window, I see a huge tree, its trunk and lower 
branches only are visible to me while I must imagine its whole entire 
treeness separately. The branches reach down like arms and tremble or 
wave in the wind, colors and shadows reflect all weathers and I watch 
with hope as the evergreen turns from rust to a lighter green, welcoming 
spring, and hope. 
        —Christina Rago Brown 

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 



 

 —Juliet Rago 



 
 
 

Resilience. Re-Sil(I)ence. 
I 

Re-Silence. 
I re-silence my mind, my heart, my hands. 

 
I stop narrating the story I wish were true. Graduations and 

Girlfriends and Grandchildren. Not my story. I let go of ranting 
and railing and resisting what is: I wear my mask, slow down, 
lose track of time. I welcome joy and sorrow. Let them dance 

together. Let my tears fall and belly laugh.  Seasons cycle, 
things change.  I keep changing, too. 

 
I listen to the quiet of my beating heart. The voices of those 

who’ve gone, of those who’ve yet to come. I hear the echoes of 
an infant’s cry, a sweet boy’s giggle, a young man’s wit. Every 

hymn I’ve ever sung. Whispers of hope and love. Beyond 
words, just meaning. 

I hear footsteps. I hear coffee brewing. I hear kibble rattling 
against the dog’s bowl. 

 
I am blessed. Still.  
I am silent. Again. 

I am resilient. 
 

 —Sarah Andrysiak 

Thursday, March 11, 2021 



 
 
 
spring back 
 
my mother had ovarian cancer and survived 
my father had carcinoids and died 
my younger sister had breast cancer and lives 
 
last week 
her friend with the same deadly carcinoids 
had every possible organ removed 
to possibly gain six “extra” years with her young children 
and glyphosate was deemed “probably carcinogenic to 
humans”  
 
green in woven rugs from muslim countries is unusual 
a special color, not to be walked upon? 
 
dis ease in our trampled country 
may it be contained and healed 
with goodness and love 
 
yearning for change this spring: 
stretching and striving for peace 
finding strength in this gift of life 
 
living, healthy green 
come back, again 
 
 
 —mary stechschulte 

Friday, March 12, 2021 



 

My late Aunt Kay – Unabashedly Resilient 
 
 

When FDR was crippled with polio at Campobello in1921, attention 
became riveted on the virus.  Ultimately, mid- to –late summer 
became known as “polio season”.  In my childhood in the 1940’s, 
come August, our parents would not allow us to swim in Walden 
Pond. 
 
Sadly, my “Aunt Kay” also was felled by polio -- about 12 years 
earlier, in her childhood -- and had to depend on leg braces for the 
rest of her life.   (Note 1).  
 
But starting about 1910, come summer, most of the Sturgis family 
would flee Cambridge in favor of the hills of southern Vermont, 
travelling by train, arriving at a farm they had bought for $600 in 
West Dover. There Aunt Kay -- over the ensuing summers, often 
riding atop her beloved donkey “Neddy” -- became a favorite of 
neighbor farmers… associations that would last throughout her adult 
life.  (Note 2) 
 
She went to Art School, becoming a water colorist featuring the hills, 
pastures and farm buildings of rural Vermont and, later, coastal 
scenes. Toting her collection in 1934, she approached the Goodman 
gallery in Boston … and was turned down!  Undaunted, she tried 
again the next year … and was accepted .. for the first of many 
exhibitions, including twice at DeCordova. (Note 3).  In 1944, she 
and Nelson Goodman (Note 4) – both in their forties – were married 
(!!!), living a spirited life for the next fifty years. 
 

Saturday, March 13, 2021 
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Note 1: Katharine Sturgis Goodman 1904-1996.  
 
Note 2: Eventually she favored a 1966 Plymouth convertible, 
with hand controls, which she steadfastly drove deep into 
neighbor pastures to paint, amusing the farmer.  Ultimately his 
family helped Aunt Kay greatly after my grandmother bought 
for her a little farmhouse, nearby, there quite often living alone, 
painting, spring and fall. 
 
Note 3: Aunt Kay had 17 solo exhibitions, 5 group exhibitions, 
and multi-media drama performed at Harvard in 1972. 
 
Note 4: Nelson Goodman (1906-1998) was a Professor of 
Philosophy at Harvard from 1968-1977, with steps before that. 
 
 —Jeff Eaton 



It fell to me that October weekend in 1995 to be the last one to 
close the front door to my mother’s home for the final time.  
She had lived in that home in Washington, DC for over five 
decades, but it had become increasingly hard for her to manage.   
Henry and I were bringing her to Boston to an apartment in a 
nearby senior residence.  The last several years had been hard 
for her – knee surgery, cancer, lymphedema, increasing mobility 
issues – they were all part of her daily existence.   She was no 
stranger to adversity, however.  She had been widowed at a 
young age with two little girls to care for and raise.  With that 
challenge of many years ago, as with all challenges, she rose to 
the occasion.   
 

Reluctant to leave her beloved Washington DC, Mother was 
distinctly not eager to move to what she considered the “gray 
city of the North.”    Nevertheless, well before October arrived, 
she had organized – on her own - a herculean effort to sort what 
should be thrown away, what should be given away, and what 
should be brought with her to her apartment in Boston.  She had 
not only made the tough decisions, but she had, with assistance, 
managed to implement them. 
 

  Thus, when October rolled around, we had a plan.  
Henry and I would head to Washington to help with some final 
organizing, packing, and farewells.  He would then accompany 
my mother back to Boston while I stayed on to supervise the 
moving company, organize the Merry Maids for a final 
cleaning, and make sure that the junk dealer got everything out 
of the garage.   On my final round before locking the door and 
heading to the airport, I retrieved a slip of paper still affixed to 
the refrigerator.  Written on that paper were the words, “Grant 
me serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to 
change the things I can, and wisdom to know the difference.”   I 
brought that slip of paper with me.  She had long kept the 
serenity prayer close to her heart.  I wanted to keep it close to 
mine. 
 —Barbara Slayter 
 

Sunday, March 14, 2021 



 

Resilience is when you break a glass bottle of orange juice in 
the refrigerator and the juice and glass are all over the food and 
the floor, you say to yourself: “Oh, well, the refrigerator and 
floor needed washing anyway”.  

Resilience is when you are feeling down because you see other 
people going out to lunch together and you are not invited, but 
then you realize that you can be the one who invites people to 
go out to lunch with you. 

Resilience is taking the time to nurture your friends, because 
having a strong network can see you through rough times.  

Resilience is when you are getting too old to live on your own, 
so you pull up your roots and move far away to be near your 
children, and you say to yourself, “I can be strong, I can do this, 
I can embrace this as an adventure and make a place for myself 
in this new world”. 

So much of life is about attitude. It’s about believing in your 
ability to cope, about redefining difficult events as problems to 
be solved, and about redefining every defeat as a learning 
opportunity.  

Elon Musk is a good example. When his last rocket blew up, 
his comment to the press was “We learned so much…”. Now 
that’s resilience. 

 —Ruth Ann Hendrickson 

Monday, March 15, 2021  



The following are contributed by some of the “Chair Peeps”—
the folks who’ve been gathering regularly at the FPL Chairs, on 
the Sanctuary lawn, since the start of our COVID protocols last 
year. By the end of 2020 and the beginning of 2021, the idea of 
“Resilience” was a topic of conversation more often than not at 
the Chairs! Here’s why: 

 
Our first day at the Chairs was March 16, 2020! 
They have been a place to be safe with friends and friends-of-
friends, a place to hash out what COVID meant to our lives, a 
place to learn some secrets of Lincoln—an esker, some new 
trails, the invitation to help catch chickens under the Codman 
hay wagon at night. We hung tough through cold and hot and 
then cold again; my personal best was 21 degrees. We 
supported one another in happy times and hard times. The 
Chairs actually are resilience—there through thick and thin, 
rain or shine, hot or cold.  Ready for us.   Lucy Sachs 

 
In a year when every day felt like a Saturday, our gathering 
gave us new purpose— 
Concern for one another and our community, with offers to help 
wherever needed, sewing masks, running cheer-parades, 
delivering diapers and groceries. The planning of the 2020 
Touch of Christmas Fair despite a pandemic. Political 
discussions, book suggestions, Robert Hubbell blog updates, 
calming words, shared disbelief. Birthdays affirmed, new 
grandchildren celebrated. So many shared tips to help us get 
through this together! We laughed, we cried, we laughed again. 
But most of all we adapted together to our new normal. 
         —Tucker Smith 

 
The Chairs became a place where I established “trust” among 
those I met there—trust to share some of the challenges life 
presented me. And I knew that what I shared was always “safe” 
from judgment.       —Sarah Bishop 

Tuesday, March 16 2021 



—Maybe it’s because the Chairs are just inviting, set as they are in a 
(socially distanced!) circle, so each person necessarily faces new and old 
friends. Or maybe it’s because some people bring their dogs, and it’s 
simply curative to run your fingers through dog fur. Or maybe it’s 
because we’re sitting so near our beloved Sanctuary, nearer than any 
other time in the last year, and the Sanctuary stands for SO MUCH that 
we love, and work for, and stand with.  

There’s just a lot that can happen when you sink into the Chairs:  
 You know you’re in the company of some thoughtful, careful, 
 mindful people; 
 You know there’ll be no gossip, just checking in, piping up, 
 laughing out loud, spreading encouragement; 
 You know your blood pressure will be lowered, your spirit 
 strengthened, your resolve invigorated. 

It is resilience-training, really; and in 2020 especially, it meant a lot—
reminding us not only of the hands that have reached out to each of us, 
but also the hands that we will extend to others, any & all others, to 
support, feed, care for, heal, accompany.     —Mimsy Beckwith  

 
We strengthen our resilience by making social connections and building 
community. With a community we can:   

 1.  Feel less alone,   
 2.  Figure out ways to deal with personal challenges, 
 3.  Remember to express gratitude for what is good and strong and 
 will help us all heal, 
 4.  Brainstorm and create ways to help a broader community, and     
 5.  Act to MAKE things better.  We learn to use our skills and 
 resources to bloom—wherever we are planted. 
First Parish has provided incredible support during the political chaos, 
injustice, and pandemic of the past year. Whether I am zooming a 
service or lighting a Christmas candle in my home, walking silently in 
the woods or sitting in a chair on the lawn— the connections I have felt 
with members of the First Parish community have helped me feel 
resilience in my very bones. With all of you at my side, resilience is 
mine.           —Jackie Lenth   

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 



 

 
 

Post –Vaccination To-Do List 
 

• Determine which children and grandchildren to visit in which 

order. 

• Begin with the end in mind. 

• Visualize where this all is going. 

• Find optimism wherever I can  

• Know that it’s bad, but not as bad as so  much else could be. 

• Visualize where we go from here. 

• Remember that  life is a marathon, not a sprint. 

• One foot in front of the other. 

• Keep my eyes on the prize. 

• Remember Challenges survived over the past 73 years. 

• Enjoy the sun coming up every morning. 
 

 —Gus Browne 
 

Thursday, March 18, 2021 



 

 

Resilience I dare say has been a mantra in my life from the 

start. I think of it as nesting dolls, one in another and another. 

Personally, raised by an alcoholic single mother who kept 

running from herself and life and pulled me with her till she 

died at early death due to her lifestyle to the work I do daily 

with men and women who have survived their own trauma and 

have the courage to try to make sense of it. Then of course the 

world now, chaos, fear, vitriol and hopelessness, all of us trying 

in our own way to put one foot in front of the other to be in the 

world in a way that has meaning and purpose. How do we do 

it? How does it happen? Where do we find the reservoir of 

strength to imagine better for ourselves and each other?  

 I don’t have an answer…but I have a feeling, a belief, that we 

are better than we think we are. That we have all we need right 

now to care for ourselves and each other. I know this in my 

heart and soul, the way that I know I love my wife and my 

daughter till it hurts. I KNOW IT!!!! I know it is true for each 

of you. I have been in your world a short time, certainly by 

New England standards, yet I feel I know you and yes love you 

in my way. I believe I joined you at just right time for us to 

reflect our best selves and bring that to the future of our church 

and spiritual lives. I am grateful to bring my sourdough starter 

of resilience to grow and grow to make many loaves of our life 

bread to be shared.  Thank you for sharing this world with me.  

 

 —Jane K. O’Rourke 

Thursday, March 18, 2021 continued 



 

Thich Nhat Hanh, the Buddhist monk, had badly injured his 
shoulder  A group of monks were concerned, and walked to his 
dwelling to check on him. To their surprise, he emerged smiling 
broadly.  

“Thay,” (which means 'teacher' in Vietnamese), “Thay, aren't 
you in pain?”   

“Yes, my right shoulder is very painful. But this...” he said, 
raising  his left arm, 

”This feels wonderful.” 

That's how I feel about my country right now.   

 

I've been thinking about the idea of faith. When I was young, I 
understood faith to mean you believed what you were told to 
believe.  Or if you didn't actually believe those things, (because 
they were unbelievable) then at least you needed to say you 
believed them. This type of faith never meant much to me. 

More recently, I've come to see faith differently.  I see it as 
trust, trust that things will work out.  Not necessarily in the 
short term, and not for me personally.  But in the long run, yes.  
Trust that there is a moral arc to the universe, and that it will 
eventually bend towards justice. 

That's easy to say on a bright clear day. Harder to say during a 
dark night of the soul.  

Like the last few years for example.  My faith has been tested, 
both as to my country and my fellow citizens.  Hence the story 
about Thay's shoulder. Some things are broken, and I am in a 
lot of pain. 

But not everything is broken. Some things feel, well, 
wonderful. And that gives me faith. 

 —Ben Wells 

Friday, March 19, 2021 



 
 
 

This Year 

This year is testing us and calling for our response. 

To strengthen resilience I take refuge in (random order) 

---Mother Nature, light, birds, and trees 

--Meditation and Sangha 

--Church and community 

--Family and friends 

-- Reading and walking 

And by taking small actions to share in the bending of the arc 

toward Justice. 

 

 —Joan Kimball 

Friday, March 19, 2021 continued 



 
Paperwhite 
 

In the cold darkness 

of a mid-January 

morning 

this tall, slender, white flower 

waits for me 

on the kitchen table. 

Now in full bloom 

she fills the room 

with rich musky fragrance. 

This is a gift 

from my church. 

She arrived in a bright bag 

with other treasures 

hand delivered 

by a familiar elf. 

Love, I think. 

Care and community 

still blooming 

amid this cold 

this fear 

and this self-isolation. 

This is a gift 

from MY church. 

 

 —Mary Ann Hales 

 

Saturday, March 20, 2021 



Sunday, March 21 2021 

I think of resilience as pulling yourself up – often with help - out 
of trauma, tragedy, despair, mistakes, maladies… 

while retaining your values, your faith, and your love circle intact 
and strong. 

 

My grandmother, Mary, and my mother, Harriet, are my models for 
resilience.  

 

My grandmother, Mary, ran away from the farm in Ireland to 
Chicago at the age of 14. She found “immigrant” work and created 
a strong Catholic family. Her immigrant resilience continued 
through two world wars while my grandfather served overseas. 
Grandma’s family pride and her faith fueled her resilience and 
ensured her immigrant dream.  

 

My mother, Harriet, married during War II, living with her parents 
while having her first child. Dad met my sister, Carole, at the age 
of one after the war. Their family war resilience was soon tested by 
the tragedy of losing Carole in a car accident. It nearly killed my 
mother but spared my Dad and baby brother. For a year my mother 
was in hospital, with my brother cared for by Dad’s family. Dad 
worked in another state, visiting on weekends. Far from her family, 
Mom was not alone in her healing. She had wonderful nurses, Dad 
through letters, her faith, and that Irish Catholic grit and gallows 
humor. She learned to walk again, and to love and laugh again. 
Like most traditional Catholics, Mom and Dad buried their grief 
for Carole. Their resilience, from war and tragedy, was fueled by 
love and their Catholic faith, and gave them the strength to expand 
their family to me and to my sister.  

 

If your heart is broken, make art with the pieces.  

Shane Koyczan 

 

 —Mary Helen Lorenz  



 
No one feels resilient in the midst of a difficult time whatever it 

is, death, divorce, illness, pandemic, life. This is a judgment 

made by others after or before the fact. “He’ll be OK, he is 

resilient.”  When we are just slogging through, day by day, 

coping, it may end up OK, it may end up well, or maybe not so 

well or badly but we just keep moving forward, hoping. 

     My garden is a refuge for me. I like to make things pretty, 

and hopeful. Will they survive the winter? Without damage? 

Will they look good in bloom here as they did in the nursery? 

Will they be enough? Last spring I invited friends to bring their 

lunch, sit in the garden, and share with me the hopeful product 

of my solitary work. I would point out Julie’s daylilies, tell the 

story of my shocking purchase with Gwen, show them 

Charlotte’s hostas, and Joanne’s mint. There was history in the 

garden and connection to the past and the present, and hope. 

     When winter came on and I could no longer sit comfortably 

in the garden and could no longer invite friends to share this 

comfort with me I read, often using the library’s book group 

reading list. I found the Heirloom Garden by Viola Shipman, a 

novel in which the four main characters find resilience in each 

other and in the heirloom garden. It is a hopeful book. My 

garden looks better than it ever has, and I hope, will ever look 

again. 

 

 —Denise Bienfang 

Monday, March 22, 2021 



 

How can I meet the many challenges we are all  

facing in America today?  Having just heard 

President Biden’s Inaugural Address, I do feel very 

encouraged about his leadership to help all different groups of 

people reach out to others and work together on facing these 

problems in a healthy way. 

 

Meanwhile, I have been relying on two sources of 

strength.  One is the community of openness and compassion, 

and the constructive programs we share at First Parish. 

 

The second is Mother Nature as she oversees some 

of her avian family in our yard.  Our two large bird feeders 

provide black oil seed daily to the winter gang—cardinals, 

bluejays, chickadees, wrens, nuthatchs, warblers—who feast on 

it, drop enough on the ground for the eight neighborhood 

squirrels to dine and then depart fast in the afternoon when 

anywhere from 3 to 7 wild turkeys come by to finish up. 

 

I love watching their collective model of resilience! 

 
 —Rhoda Taschioglou 

Tuesday, March 23, 2021 



 

RESILIENCE in 2020 

Out of resilience came many words… 
 

Silence – meditation walks on Lincoln trails and paths;  
  Tuesdays at 4pm: yoga asanas, 

Slice – the taste of a fresh pie from Verrill Farm 

Rice –  basmati to complement an Indian meal 

Lies – will they ever stop? who do I read? listen to? what do I 
 tune out? 

Nice – a jar of marmalade on my doorstep, a framed photo  
 from Sarah B., game nights 

Ice – dilutes another glass of wine, heals a bad cramp, chills a 
 glass of water 

Screen – finally they got installed on the porch 

License – permit signoff, boxes unpacked, at long last we 
 moved into our house  

Lens – double cataract surgery, can drive without glasses, a 
 new way to see the world 

Cries – for our country, our world, tears for our losses, fatigue 

Seen – waiting for the the day when a mask is no longer needed 

Scene – Christmas Eve, candles, memories, snow, beauty, 
 Black Lives Matter, hope 

 

Wednesday, March 24, 2021 
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RESILIENT in 2021 

Grant me the Serenity to accept the things I cannot change; 

Courage to change the things I can; 

And Wisdom to know the difference. 

       Reinhold Niebuhr 

It’s one day at a time.  

 

Grateful for my health, my family, a new President and VP, for 
old and new friends, a welcoming community, and yes, even 
ZOOM! 

 

And I almost forgot, a new baby is on the way, my first 
grandchild.  

Excitement  Joy  Peace   Hope 
  

 

 —Alice DeNormandie 

  January 20, 2021 



Thursday, March 25, 2021 

 
The wall brought conversation, and a sense of normalcy.  On 

the other side of the wall children laughing and chasing each 

other.  Leaves collecting in the crevices of the wall as they 

fell.  The flowers long past, daffodils and iris a distant 

memory.  Squirrels scurrying to and from with acorns for 

winter.  Glimpses of a dark bushy tale, possibly the fisher.  Ball 

and toys strewn across the yard, left in a fleeting moment when 

a child’s attention went elsewhere.  The crunch of leaves under 

little feet.  A dark eyed junco on a forgotten stalk of golden rod, 

now dry and grey.  The girl calling back over the wall, “can’t I 

go on the porch Mom?”.  Across the wall brings a sense of 

normalcy till one gets too close and realizes we still must keep 

distance.  Hot chocolate on the steps, small feet carefully 

counting off the distance apart.  Returning back to the other 

side with a grin and ring of chocolate on the face.   

 

 

 —Heather Ring 

 pronouns: she/her/hers 

 



I have had it all wrong.   

Dogged by challenges both general and personal, I have been 
waiting with great eagerness for the arrival of a burst of 
resilience, which would provide all the renewed energy, focus, 
and hope that I will need to stride boldly through the pandemic, 
emerging stronger than ever.  

For ten months, I have heard about resilience and imagined that it 
would come to me in a moment of great drama. 

I wanted a brass band.  The full Tanglewood Festival Chorus 
would have been a nice touch.  Beams of the purest sunlight 
slicing through the clouds would provide the right visual 
backdrop. 

This plan hasn’t worked very well. 

I am slowly learning that the great moment will probably never 
come.  Resilience will need to be built up from one tiny 
experience after another. 

There is a new bird at the feeder. 

A friend from 50 years ago has appeared in the email inbox. 

A cup of hot coffee in the morning is especially good. 

A sight we saw together long ago suddenly appears in memory to 
both of us 

A child wants to talk about something important.   

The sunlight is changing with each day’s walk.   

Snow falls from a clear blue sky. 

Resilience turns out to be the result of appreciation.  The little 
moments add up and strength begins to appear.  Perspective 
changes.  There have been losses and there is much sorrow to feel 
for those who have lost far more than we have but appreciation 
builds. 

We can make it through this. 

 —Dwight Gertz 

Friday, March 26 2021 



Saturday, March 27, 2021 

 
It’s always darkest before the dawn…but I think that I see the 
first signs of a sunrise. 
 
Yes, we’ve come off a tough spell, but change is in the wind. 
 
As we all know, we now have two vaccines and a president who 
may be just right for this moment in time…Joe Biden is a 
uniter.  His legacy has been building bridges; never has that 
been more important. 
 
But there’s more.  Good people everywhere are mobilizing to 
move beyond the rancor, partisanship, and racism and, yes even 
the politicization of the pandemic.  Listening….and hearing. 
 
For us to heal, this needs to happen in communities across the 
country. 
 
And, of course, in our own back yard. 
 
Over the years the First Parish has always leaned into it, 
responded to the call for help from the oppressed, providing 
hope for the forlorn and help for the needy. 
 
It will take a sustained effort to rebuild trust.  My prayer is that 
we find the resilience to rebuild a level of understanding and 
respect to return to a truly United States of America. 
 
May it be so. 
 
 
 —Doug Crosby 



 

RESILIENCE 

 

Resuming its normal shape after a deformation.  And so many 
deforming forces to deal with.   

The hospitals of America last year, denied their normal patient flow and 
performance of complex elective surgeries, responded to the pandemic 
by deploying personnel to functions they have never done, or haven’t 
done for years, to meet the exigencies of the pandemic.  Converting 
whole wards to Covid facilities, expanding ICU’s into spaces never 
designed for such function.  Building tents and staffing drive-through 
testing facilities.  Contracting with universities to utilize vacant 
dormitories as Covid rehab facilities.  Developing new protocols and 
equipping staff with personal protective equipment, and routines for 
reuse of the PPE in light of limited supplies.  Providing an emotionally 
supportive atmosphere for front-line staff exposed daily to the deadly 
scourge.  Brilliant results – exceedingly low morbidity in the medical 
staff at maximum risk.  And learning how to improve care and outcome 
of patients critically ill with this new plague. Exceptional performance.  
Our medical systems’ leaders and the workers have shown scintillating 
resilience in rising to meet the challenges.   

And now our beloved First Parish faces a threat unprecedented in its 2-
century history – the loss of fulfilment from church involvement in the 
next generation.  At Sunday services, our sanctuary is a sea of gray.  Of 
Edie’s and my 6 daughters, all raised in regular church attendance, none 
now go regularly. Even our former interim minister, Rev John Nichols, 
has 2 children who have negligible interest in attending contemporary 
church services.   

The next generation is brimming with intelligent, kind, loving, ethical 
people, but the church experience that we found compelling in our 
youth doesn’t appeal to their spiritual yearnings.  So WE must be the 
resilient ones, seeking to identify their unfulfilled spiritual thirst, 
creating activities and services that assuage that longing, allowing this 
noble institution to continue on in the 21st century and beyond in 
serving its vital role in the spiritual nurturing of our resplendent 
community. 

         —Tom Risser 

Palm Sunday, March 28, 2021 



Resilience: Noun: resilience; noun: resiliency; plural noun: 
resiliencies 

1. the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness 
2. the ability of a substance or object to spring back into shape; 

elasticity 

Ecological resilience: "the capacity of a system to absorb 
disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as to 
still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and 
feedbacks" (Holling et al, 2004). 

 
My “system” has been disturbed 

I fight to return, but to what? 

What is my new normal? 

Safety in solitude? 

Danger in a hug or handshake? 

I used to feel embedded in humanity amidst jostles, crowds, in 

person reciprocal glances, commutes, parties, and indoor 

common spaces 

Now I feel apart 

Resilience does not resonate 

I’m not “recovering quickly”; not “springing back” into shape 

I have been changed 

Or perhaps not 

Maybe my resilience is closer to ecological resilience. Not 

returning to exactly the same state as before 

I have new connections to my kids, family, local community, 

nature, and home projects 

Zoom connections, outdoor fires, and routine 

Essentially the same, but reorganized 

  
 —James DeNormandie 

Monday, March 29, 2021  



Tuesday, March 30, 2021 

In 1994, my life story was featured in a book by Dr. 
Gina O'Connell Higgins titled Resilient Adults: Overcoming a 
Cruel Past .  While teaching at Harvard, Dr. Higgins began 
research on psychological resilience in certain people who had 
suffered terrible abuse in childhood. As adults, despite the 
abuse, they were able to develop loving relationships and to 
have successful, meaningful careers. Curious to understand 
what caused this remarkable outcome, Dr. Higgins began 
analyzing "what went right” in the lives of the 40 subjects in her 
research project.   
 
A common theme was that all of the subjects had formed 
positive relationships with a grandparent, neighbor, teacher, 
family friend or sports coach.  They were able to be openly 
honest about their feelings, fears and desires and they were able 
to maintain a high degree of reciprocity and concern for the 
other as well as the self.  Most important, their resilience was 
able to increase over time, eventually reaching a high enough 
level so the research subjects could cope with any calamity that 
might befall them. 
 
Right now, all of us in our church have been confronted with a 
life-threatening pandemic and violent political disruption.  Our 
resilience is being tested as never before at a time when those of 
us over age 65 have to avoid physical contact with friends and 
family members.  That is why the church’s almost daily 
offerings on zoom are so important.  We need this social contact 
as a vital substitute for in-person gatherings.  
 
When people are forced to face life and death issues a 
remarkable thing happens.  They become more spiritual and 
emotionally mature.  Our relationship to nature and God takes 
on a whole new importance.  In the future, I suspect we will 
look back on this era as a time of positive transformation.   
 
 —Dan Boynton 



Wednesday, March 31, 2021 

 
Resilience 

 
We are all resilient 
 
Every day we lose things.  
 
People we love, cell phones, keys, our hearing, our sight,  
 our car in a parking lot. 
 
We despair, we cry we face our wounds our imperfect selves. 
 
Yet we breathe and do our best. 
 
We walk and fail forward. 
We forgive and live our lives with courage, 
 Knowing we will all die. 
 
We receive a terminal diagnosis and pray. 
 
The clumsy swan nervously goes into the water. 
She is amazingly calm like a queen. 
 
A butterfly finishes its insane lovemaking and goes to the light. 
 
A loon cries on a distant northern lake. 
 
All leaving their troubled vessels behind. 
 
To become too soon and at last a part of everything. 
 
We are all resilient. 
 
 —Mary Jo Veling 



 
Resilience is a serious topic these days, as our nation reels from 
pandemic, racism, and challenges to democracy.  But Lent 
foreshadows rebirth, and Spring, so for a moment let’s consider 
something lighter and brighter:  dandelions!   
 
Talk about resilience, fossil evidence shows that these babies 
have been around for about 30 million years.  Dandelions are 
common worldwide, a source of food, medicine, and dye 
throughout recorded human history.  Native Americans used 
them as food and herb, and the Mayflower migrants brought 
some just in case.  Until around 1800, people commonly pulled 
any grass around their house to make room for dandelions and 
other useful plants. 
 
Botanists know the dandelion as Taraxacum, the Latinized 
version of the name given by a Persian pharmacist about 1200 
years ago.  But far more interesting are the colorful local 
names, which reveal conflicting human emotions about the 
plant – “butter flower” and “Irish daisy” suggest more fondness 
than, say, “cankerwort,” “swine’s snout,” and “wet-a-bed” (the 
latter referring to the diuretic properties of the roots). 
 
My own ambivalence about dandelion resilience leads to a 
springtime ritual.  Just when bits of welcome green begin to 
appear in my scruffy lawn, bright, cheerful blobs of yellow rise 
up to dot the area.  I admire the blobs for a bit; often I’m 
moved to take a few photos.  Then the dance begins:  I dig up a 
big bag of dandelions in the afternoon, and a new crop greets 
me enthusiastically in the morning.  Rinse and repeat.  If I 
overlook a plant for a few days, and the yellow flower becomes 
a fluffy seedhead, I sometimes can’t resist picking the stem and 
blowing the seeds into the wind – and then digging up the root. 
 
Resilience is complicated, ours and the dandelion’s.   
 
 —Chris Hamilton 

Thursday, April 1, 2021  



I sit  

In the center of the room 

With eyes closed  

The walls begin to crumble 

Around me 

I hear  

Cries, anguish 

My heart aches  

For comfort and openness 

I pray 

My breath leads me  

To a quiet emptiness 

A stillness 

Which allows me  

To hear my own heart 

I breathe 

Sitting there  

Without walls 

Under an open sky 

Time passes 

And then 

I rise up  

Look around 

And reach for the first hand 

That will have me. 

Together  

We stand 

And join 

The many 

Whose hands and hearts  

Unite around us 
 

 —Melinda Bruno-Smith 

Good Friday, April 2, 2021 



Saturday, April 3, 2021 

In 1960 when Bob and I eloped he believed he was 
excommunicated for marrying outside of the Catholic Church, at 
least that is what his mother told him.  His mother, a devout 
Roman Catholic, told him she would sooner see him dead than 
excommunicated.  

Nevertheless, over the next thirty or forty years Bob watched over 
and cared for his Lowell family including his ailing father, his 
widowed mother, spinster aunt, Roman Catholic priest uncle and 
alcoholic brother.  He helped each one until their death.  He 
arranged their Catholic funerals and burial in Catholic graves. 

Bob is a dedicated member of the First Parish.  He served as a 
deacon and on the parish committee.  When he was diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s I wanted to be sure that he was comfortable with his 
beliefs regarding his death so I told him that if he wanted to be 
buried as a Roman Catholic, I would see to it without question.  
“NO!” was his firm answer.  “It would mean that my life was a 
sham.” 

 As Alzheimer’s stole more and more of his recent memory, he 
remembered the past.  He spoke increasingly of what his mother 
had said all those years ago.   He talked about his destination in 
hell. 

George, one of Bob’s home health aides, wears a gold cross on a 
chain around his neck.  One day Bob asked him if he was a 
Catholic.  George said yes.  Bob told him that he was going to hell 
because he had been excommunicated for marrying outside of the 
Catholic Church.  “Do you believe in Jesus Christ?”  George 
asked.   Bob responded in the affirmative. “Then Jesus will 
welcome you with open arms.  You will not be turned away”.  Bob 
asked George if he was sure of that.  “I’m sure” George responded. 

The look on Bob’s face slowly changed from anxiety to peace.  He 
has never mentioned it again. 

 —Virginia Lemire 



 
Emily Dickinson 

“Hope is the thing with feathers, 

That perches in the soul . . . and 

Sings The tune without the words 

And never stops at all.” 

Emily D. would find enchantment –  

Tiny birds flying to and fro 

To feed from a large Knobbed 

Whelk Shell hanging from porch 

Upright to gain energy for winter cold –  

Resilience flies in flashing colors 

Hope resides in soul 

Resilience thrives in heart-space 

Broken hearts expand – 

The wee birds bring buoyancy 

They also bring a promise 

Emily D. would understand – 

  

 —Ann B. Yos 

Easter Sunday, April 4, 2021 
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